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Green Endeavor, Inc. opens new office in Puerto Rico
Green Endeavor, Inc. a world leader in environmental industrial consulting, is very
pleased to announce its partnership with Green Endeavor Caribe, LLC (GEC) in
Penuelas, Puerto Rico. Led by Jim Baus with 30 years’ experience managing I.C.C
Puerto Rico’s premier inorganic chemical manufacturer, the team has strong industrial
and governmental ties in the region and a solid distribution network in place along with
extensive export experience. (GEC) hit the ground running in January 2017.
"With my extensive experience in the regional chemical market I see a big opportunity
for Green Endeavor's vast suite of proven eco-focused solutions to help my existing
clients and other industries throughout the Caribbean. Our goal is to replace as many
hazardous chemicals in use as possible and help protect the fragile environment in the
Islands” said Jim Baus.
Green Endeavor Caribe is quickly laying the foundation for success in promoting Green
Endeavor’s eco-focused solutions throughout the Caribbean basin. Green Endeavor,
Inc., President Chandra Brown said, “We are excited to have such an experienced
partner helping to reduce the hazardous chemical footprint in such a critical region. The
Caribbean is a great location for expansion and we look forward to a successful
partnership.
Green Endeavor Inc. international expansion is important as they have just opened a
new investment offering set at 2 million.
About Green Endeavor:
Founded in 2011 in Portland, Oregon with the goal of becoming The Eco-Focused
Solution Provider For Industry™ through identifying harmful products and replacing
them with the most effective, environmentally focused alternatives.
Green Endeavor has offices around the world and customers that range from Hillsboro
Aviation near Portland, OR, to Kellogg’s in Battle Creek, MI to Vital Energy in Guam.
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